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Abstract. BE VISION is a package of FORTRANprograms for drawing orthographic views
of combinations of plane and quadric surfaces. As input, the package takes rectangular eo0rdi.
hate equations specifying the surfaces plus a three-angle specification of the viewing directio~,
Output is a drawing on the Stromberg Carlson 4020 Microfilm Recorder. Many views of 0~e
scene may be obtained simply by changtng the viewpoint.
The various subroutines of the package and their functions are described in this paper,
It also gives numerous examples of pictures that were produced by BE VISION. The package has been in use since April 1964.

I. Introduction

The choice of quadric surfaces for the general program was made for practical and
esthetic reasons. While there are many geometrical figures consisting of planes alone,
the vast majority of objects in the real world contain some curved surfaces. A pr0.
gram for drawing pictures would not be very useful if it did not at least include a
provision for the simplest of these, namely quadric surfaces. In drawing the curves
of the picture it was found that a great many calculations for each point had to be
made. If surfaces of higher degree than two were considered, the storage space and
tim machine time used would become too large to be practical; however, the progam
for drawing quadrics has proved versatile enough to produce some quite complicated
pictures.
A quadric surface is the locus of the general second-degree equation in three
variables :
Q(x, y, z) = alx 2 +

a2y 2

~- a3z~ + blyz + b2xz -~ b3xy -q- Ox -~ c2y --~ C3Z "~ d

=

O.

The program can handle any Q including planes. To handle complex objects, not
only complete surfaces but also bounded quadrie surfaces were included in the
vocabulary of the program. Indeed, since many quadrics, such as planes or cylinders,
are unbounded, some limits must be provided to obtain a picture at all. Thus, the
program accepts two kinds of surfaces as input; namely, (1) the principal equations,
which define the surfaces themselves, and, (2) the bounding inequalities which limit
the extension of the surfaces of type (1). The type (1) and type (2) equations are
alike in that they are of the same form (plane or quadric surfaces), but they als0
have these important differences:
(a) A principal surface may stand alone without boundaries, is defined by an
equation, is a visible, opaque surface, and has visible intersections with other
principal surfaces and with its own bounds.
(b) A bounding surface must be associated with a principal surface, is defined by
an inequality, is an invisible, transparent surface, and has visible intersections only
with its associated principal surfaces.
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Fir++ I+ [:++++e+seegh+geyli++der+
The lin*~s appearing in a drawi~g a~+e of ~,hre+~, kinds: the i~ger'sec~ion of t:wo
~,~4ff~,:e:%the intersection of r~ suKaee a~.~d{me of its ~.~.>u~ds, ~md ~he e~4r~:mat pob~t~
~:d"s ~+~,+r[~++cewhich are no~+ a l>:>~.mdary, r+.t4+~rredb:> hereM~er +~sia~er>e¢~io~+~ [x>+.md+
+'~+:te+:ig+, resf+e+ively (+x+e Figure 1 )+
No magtx,~r which of the ~:hrm:.,,ki~d,~ +f curv,~:<~i~ bei~g ++:ak:t~.lated, ig+ coordlr~+ges
ar+~c%~ained numerically by ineremenging one of ~he ~hr~:~evari~ble;~+ % ~ or ~ ftem
a ~+iaimum ~o a m a x i m u m v,slae and ~olvh~g for +,he ogher gw++;therefore, b~ fore rmy+
}~r~g el,~e vaa be done ~.he:+e minims and m~:~:ximahalve to 1~:+found+
The intcr~ections and housed;< of a picture r>mai~ the +ame for ~a"(y +%w; +~;Ig~ de>
~+,>++3+I+ +he inter+eetio+~+ and +:+u++d+ ++re ealeadab'+d and ++or~++,l++4+ordered I~@+ of
+[+ ~<+r+,,lina++~+~of the mm+v~,s+Whe+~ a p~+rtie+fi++r view i+ rvque+~+d+ t+:+ edg/++++re
c£c'+,flat~:.d Mre:sh+ Ther~ t,h~ li+~:+ are ivy<ted o~e a~, a+ {,ime+ Each pe&++t ia,+~+>,++++{'dfor
vS+ibility, [f twc> adjaeer>+ +:+obits ++r+evisible, a +grnem+~ i+ dra+w~ eo+m+,eti+g +heir p~"+++
}++,+~o++h+ +he picture pbme+
All +he illustrafio+~s in this paper were draw++ with BE VISION" except {'++rlabel.,%
;+.~°ro+:++':+~
and dotted lines.

A+ gevmr¢~l No,!a~ion + T h e foltowh~g notaSons a~e used ~,hrot@~out, tl%+ p',~4~er~
The equa.tior~ of ehe ger+~ra] quadric ~u:Haee iS:

+the quadrafie p a r t of Q is:

The partial deriv~tives of Q are:
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T w o intersecting quadric surfaces are:
Q'(x, y, z) = alx 2 + a2y2 + a3z2 + blyz + b2xz + b3xy + clx + c2y + c3z + d = 0,
Q" (x, y, z) = A~x 2 + A,~y~ + A~z 2 + B l y z + B2xz + B~xy + C~x + C2y
÷ C3z + D = 0.
B. M i n i m a and M a x i m a . A m i n i m u m and a m a x i m u m value for each of the
three variables, x, y, z m u s t be calculated for every surface in the picture. Airy
portion of a curve on a surface will be discarded with no further investigations,
if it lies outside the limits for t h a t coordinate on t h a t surface.
These limits are obtained either from the bounding equations provided as input
or from the natural bounds of the surface itself or from a combination of these two.
T h e simplest bounds which m a y be placed on a surface are the six inequalities
Xmin < X < X..... , ymi, <~ Y __~Ymaxand Z m i n ~<~Z _~ Z. . . . . If any of the~e is provided as
input, it is left untouched. If a m i n i m u m or a m a x i m u m of a variable has not been
provided as input, it is obtained in the following w a y : T h e equation of the surfa(.e
itself and the equations of all its bounds are examined for natural limits. F r o m these
the lowest value of a variable is taken as its m i n i m u m and the highest value of ~
variable is taken as its m a x i m u m .
Let us take one of the variables, say x, and show how its natural limits arc determined.
Case 1. If, for example,
Q =f(x)

= ax÷ c=

o,

then Zmin = : - - c / a = xm~x.
Case 2. If
Q =f(x)

then Xmln and xm,~,
- b :t: x/(b 2 - 4ac)/2a.
Case 3. If
Q = f(x,y)

= ax 2 + b x - t - c =

respectively,

equal

O,

the

lesser

and

greater

of

= alx 2 + a2y 2 + b3xy % clx + c ~ y + d = O,

the discriminant is set to 0 and solved for x:
(b3x -t- c2) 2 -

4a~(alx 2 + clx + d) = 0

(1)

where Xml, is equal to the lesser of the roots of ( 1 ) and x . . . . the greater of tile roots
of (1).
Case 4. If
Q = f ( x , z ) = alx 2 + a~z2 + b2xz + clx + c3z --}- d = O,

the same process is used as was used for case 3.
Case 5. If
Q = f ( x , y, z) = alx °"~ a2y 2 + a3z2 ~ blyz ~ b2xz ~ b~xy + clx + c2y ~ c~z + d = O,

the z discriminant is set to 0 and solved for y, the y discriminant is then set to 0
and solved for x. T h e n the two roots are xm~, and x . . . .
T h e xm~ and Xm~ obtained b y processes 3, 4 and 5 are not necessarily the actual
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minimum and maximum values of x for the surface Q. They are limits :for the surface
Q but they may well be the values between which the sm'face Q does not exist (this
is the case for a hyperboloid of two sheets). This is useful information for determining visibility but it is not what is desired for minima and maxima. To forestall
such cases where no natural limits exist, it is necessary for the user to supply clear
limits to the program.
C. Curves of Intersection. An intersection or a bound is a curve of intersection
of two quadric or planar surfaces, Q' and Q". The points on a curve are obtained b y
varying one of the coordinates from its minimum to its maximum and solving the
equations Q~ and Q" for the other two coordinates at each point. The minima and
maxima of x, y and z for the curve are obtained by taking the larger minimum and
the smaller maximum for each variable for Q' and Q". Every point on the curve is
tested for these bounds and eliminated if it does not lie within them. However, these
bounds only enclose a rectangular parallelepiped and are not stringent enough.
Each point must also be tested to make sure it meets the inequality requirements of
all the bounds of the surface or surfaces. If a point does not fall within bounds,
it is flagged as invisible.
If Q' and Q" contain the same variable in the second degree, there will be more
than one branch of the curve of intersection. In the case where Q' and Q" contain at
least two of the same variables in the second degree, we wish to eliminate one of
the variables, say x, between the equations and get one equation F(y, z) = O.
By using Sylvester's method we obtain an eliminant which furnishes a necessary
and sufficient condition that the two equations have a root in common.
If Sylvester's method is applied to the equations for the quadric surfaces, namely,
q'(x, y, z) = 0 and Q" (x, y, z) = 0 with
QP(x, y,z) = a~x~ + a~y2 + a~z2 + bsxy + b@z + b~yz + ClX + c~y + c,~z+ d = 0
and
Q'~(x, y, z)
= A~x 2 + A2y 2 + A~z2 + B3xy + B2xz + Blyz + Clx + C~y + C~z + D = fl,
the resultant becomes
1

i

~

(bly+biz*t-cl)

(aty~+aazt+blyZ+csz+d)

0

al

(b~ y + b2z + cO

(at y$ + at z! + b~yz -~" c~ y + c, z + d)

( B ~ y + B:z'acCl)

(A:y~-l- Aaz2+ B~yz"{-Ctz'}- D)

0

At

(Ba y "{- B2 z + Ct)

(A, ya + At zt -]- B~ yz + C~ y + C*z -]- D)

O.

The value of this determinant is the required equation F(y, z) = 0. Either y or
z, say z, is varied in increments of delta from its minimum to its maximum and
substituted in F = 0. Since F is in general quartic [5], this gives the possibility of
four real solutions for y at each value of z. Four separate lists are kept for these
curves if they should exist. At each point, y and z are substituted in Q' = 0 and
Q" = 0 to get a solution for x; if Q' = 0 and Q" = 0 have common real roots, these
roots are entered into the lists.
It may occur that a curve does not extend clear across from the lower to the
upper limit of the varying coordinate. In this Case two branches must terminate by
joining instead of by running out of bounds. Unless the point of meeting appeared
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in the list for each branch, a gap would occur at the junction. This point of meeting
is calculated by using one of the methods 3, 4 or 5, for determining natural bounds
as explained in the section oil minima and maxima.
The subroutine for calculating intersections contains many subsections for special
cases. It was divided in this way to avoid unnecessarily lengthy calculations.
D. Edges [1]. In general any quadrie surface will have visible curves (herein
known as edges) which are not intersections with other surfaces. Every surface is
tested for second degree terms to find these extremal points which are not a bound.
ary. These extremal points are points at which the line of view is tangent to the
quadric surface. The following theorem is used to obtain these points.
THEOI~E~. I f the point (a, ~, "y) lies on the quadric surface Q(x, y, z), the line
x = a d- Xs, y = ~ + ~s, z = ~ -4- vs will be the tangent to the surface at the point
(a, fl, ~,) if and only if its direction cosines, X, t~ and v satisfy the equation
xQl(a, ~, "y) -F #Q2(a, ~, ,y) ~- ~Q~(a, f~, ,y) = o,
where QI , Q2 and Q3 are the partial derivatives of Q with respect to x, y and z respectively.
If the line is the line of view and its direction cosines are ~o, ~0, ~0, and if Q(x, y, z)
is the surface for which an edge is wanted and (x, y, z) is the point we are looking
for, the equation to be solved is
~o(2a~x + b3y ~- b2z -+- c~) + ~o(b3x + 2a2y + blZ -b c~)
+ vo(b2x + bly ~- 2a3z ~- c.~) = O,
x(2a~k0 + b.~tto+ b2~o) -t- y(b.~ko -{- 2a2tL0 -t- b~v0)
~- z(b2ko ~- bl,o + 2a3vo) + (C~ho + c2,o + c3,o) = O.
This gives us a linear equation in x, y and z. We already have a second degree
equation (the equation of the surface) and we solve these numerically for edges
just as we did for intersections.
E. Visibility [1]. When considering the feasibility of writing BE VISION, one
of the first problems to be encountered was that of deciding whether a line is
visible or not. For a picture with a fixed number of known surfaces and a predetermined view, large sections of curves are known to be visible or invisible; but the
whole point of writing BE VISION was to have a general program for drawing
any reasonable number of quadric surfaces from any view. In order to decide on the
visibility of a curve (say of the intersection of surfaces Q~ and Q") or any arbitrarily
sm'fll part of that curve, all the surfaces including Q' and Q" have to be examined
to see if any of them hides it from view. (Two good examples of this difficulty can
be seen in Figure 9, the ellipsoidal coordinates, and Figure 6e, an oblique view of
5~ickey Mouse.) Changing the angle of the picture plane even slightly may make
a large difference in the amount of visibility of a curve (as much as from completely
visible to completely invisible or vice versa as in Figure 2). To assure an accurate
and general way of deciding on the visibility of a curve, the author chose the
following method; namely, calculate it point by point and test each point against.
all the surfaces to see if any of them is hiding it from view. Unfortunately this is
a time-consuming process.

I(~Z V~51ON

S~@ix>-~e ~1t the ~ i ~ t ~ o~ s ct~ve h~ve ~
¢s~¢t~la~d; ~h~ b~ ~h~ s, ~ ~ ~x:~,
~ i i m ~ s for e~ch ~fi~~t ~ i~ st<ws~ ~ o~Jer~ h ~ now ~ e ~ > ~
~(~ d~rkb ~vhbh
£~ ~h~ lh~s o£ view ~r~ p ~ m l b k The 4 i ~ d o ~

~>~m;% X~~ ~:~d ~ ~>~~b~ ~im~ ~7 ~ i ~

sr~,}mly exist; ~or ~J~ey may halve ~:~e~ c~s~ o{'7 by ,~~ b4m<la W U tt>:,y a~- ~e~.~

p a m l d ~o d'm ,!/g ptsae ~md the ~ a~d ~ ~ene 0£ ~,hv pieh~v~ p~sg~e, p~e~4>l ~> ~ge
¢#£md g axes r~-':~,~Imedvety,
Then if {~' 7s {he mdmu~h o{ ~,he vs~W~ge poi~g me~as~r~;~d e{~m~(:rvl#egw%e fr~m

+ a(oo'~ ~ s{s~u),
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5a-d. Four views of a mounting plate

III. Discussion
1. At the time BE VISION was written literature on the subject of drawing
quadric surfaces was rather sketchy. The most important treatises on the subject
of the ~na,lytic geometry of 3 dimensions did not cover such practical problems (for
BE VISION) as which coordinate to vary for a curve, how to get the general
numerical solution for the intersection of two quadric surfaces, or how to find the
exact point at which the solution of the two equations becomes imaginary. These
rules had to be derived and this fact undoubtedly made the subroutines which
calculate the intersection of curves the most difficult to write.
More recently several papers have been written suggesting solutions to some of
these problems. Luh and Krolak [6] use a pair of inequalities to obtain the intersection of a pair of quadric surfaces, but they do not explain how to get the exact
end points of this intersection. Roberts [7, 8] has done extensive work in the field
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r~:~,~~)m:>b:x, grad it.do~':~::o~ i::d:ad:'the u.:~eof Sy:ve~h-:% Me~.hod which b k: :~
50r:::i:m:~y BE V iS:`ON was rat:wr difih:uk ~o us:' a:~ 'th:s i::voiw:d wdd::g o:~t.
d~e ~-<{~:atio~s of ~h~ surf~.as i:~ re,ct:,~::g:fi:~r form. Now ~her~: }8 a pith:re dr~wiag
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APPENDIX
Theorem Used to Determine Visibility

THEOaE~. (1) Q(x, y, z) = 0 is the equation of a quadric surface; (2) Q~,
Q2, Q~ are the partial derivatives of Q with respect to x, y, z; and (3) q( x, y, z) i~
the part of Q which is homogeneous in the second degree. Then the parameter values of
the points in which the line x = a + hs, y = ~ + ~s, z = "y + vs meets the quadric
surface Q(x, y, z) = O, are the roots of the equation
Los ~ "4- 2Lls -4- L~ = O,
where

L~ = Q(a, B, 7),

L1 = ½[~Ql(a, ~, ~) -[- aQ2(a, ~, ~) "4- ~Q3(a, t~, ~/)],
Lo = q(~,, t~, v).

COROLr~RY. The line x = a -4- Xs, y = ~ + t t s , z = 7 -4- vs (a) will meet the
quadric surface Q in two distinct real points iff L12 - LoL~ > 0; (b) will be tangent to
Q iff L12 = LoL2 ; and (c) will not have any real points in common with the surface
iff L1~ -- LoL2 < O.
If (a, f~, "y) is a point being tested for visibility, (x, y, z) is one of the points of
(a) above and ~o, gQ, vo are the direction cosines of the line of view; then (a, ~, ~)
is hidden by the surface Q(x, y, z) = 0 and not drawn if
[(~0~ + ~0~ + ~0~) -

(xoz + ~0y + ~ ) ] < o.

